In Attendance
Ronald Boellaard, PhD
Andrew Buckler, MS
Patricia Cole, PhD, MD
Michael Graham, MD, PhD
Paul Kinahan, PhD
Eric Perlman, MD
Rathan Subramaniam, MD
Jeffrey Yap, PhD
RSNA
Joe Koudelik

Discussion topics:
• Mr Buckler to set call agenda and coordinate Profile writing efforts with Drs Boellaard and Kinahan providing content support
• Profile remains high priority for FGD-PET Tech Ctte; all volunteers welcome to participate
• Small writing groups (3-5 people) to focus on Profile development; purpose and format remains critical
• Combining protocol and Profile writing assignments proposed
• Profile to include FDG-PET gap analysis details (i.e. what’s missing or still needed)
• Specific Profile section writing groups proposed to limit focus and assign writing tasks

Next steps:
• Cross-discussion suggested with FDG-PET Profile writing group; Dr Dorfman to provide insight
• Image acquisition, reconstruction, analysis text needed next
• Review of single Profile sections and review how these relate to protocol text
• Image acquisition to be discussion topic on next call (Mar 25th); Dr Kinahan to report back on progress
• Next call scheduled for March 25th at 9 AM CDT